The bias drift of a micro-electro-mechanical systems (MEMS) accelerometer suffers from the 1/f noise and the temperature effect. For massive applications, the bias drift urgently needs to be improved. Conventional methods often cannot address the 1/f noise and temperature effect in one architecture. In this paper, a combined approach on closed-loop architecture modification is proposed to minimize the bias drift. The modulated feedback approach is used to isolate the 1/f noise that exists in the conventional direct feedback approach. Then a common mode signal is created and added into the closed loop on the basis of modulated feedback architecture, to compensate for the temperature drift. With the combined approach, the bias instability is improved to less than 13 µg, and the drift of the Allan variance result is reduced to 17 µg at 100 s of the integration time. The temperature coefficient is reduced from 4.68 to 0.1 mg/°C. The combined approach could be useful for many other closed-loop accelerometers.
Introduction
The drift of MEMS inertial sensors has been investigated for a long time. The drift can be due to multiple reasons such as noise, temperature variation, environmental vibrations, electronic reference drift, and humidity changes. Noise and temperature variation are usually considered as the major reasons for the drift (Prikhodko et al., 2013) . Allan variance (Allan, 1966; IEEE, 1998 ) is a powerful method for characterizing drift, in which different piecewise fitted lines correspond to different noise terms. The fitted line at a slope of 0 is defined as the bias instability for inertial sensors. The bias instability is caused mainly by 1/f noise. The common methods of canceling 1/f noise are correlated double sampling (CDS) and chopper stabilization (CHS) (Enz and Temes, 1996; Wongkomet and Boser, 1998; Kajita et al., 2002; Wu et al., 2004; Dong et al., 2010) . CDS is often implemented in discrete time, while CHS can be operated in continuous time. For inertial sensors, CDS can be compatible with discrete-time architecture like the Sigma-Delta interface (Amini et al., 2006; Dong et al., 2007) . However, for continuous-time operation, it is necessary to exploit an effective approach like CHS (Li and Horsley, 2014) .
On the other hand, long-term drift is concerned in many applications. It is often caused by temperature effects. A variety of temperature compensation methods have been investigated. Some researchers designed low temperature dependence interface circuits (Ko and Cho, 2010) , or applied a complicated algorithm to reduce the temperature drift (Lee and Rhim, 2012 (Samarao and Ayazi, 2012) with careful design of the fabrication process such that the devices obtain a low temperature coefficient. Active heating by an integrated heater is also used (Lee et al., 2003; Lakdawala and Fedder, 2004) so that the temperature is kept almost constant.
Different from these methods which concern only 1/f noise or temperature and are usually incompatible for dealing with the very two terms in one architecture, a combined approach is proposed to address the bias drift in a continuous-time closedloop MEMS accelerometer. A modulated feedback approach is used to isolate the 1/f noise. The bias instability is improved to 8 μg as a consequence. Then a common mode signal added to the closed loop is adopted to minimize the long-term temperature effects of the closed-loop MEMS accelerometer. The temperature coefficient is reduced to 0.1 mg/°C with first-order linear compensation. The drift of the Allan variance is reduced to 17 μg at 100 s of the integration time. This combined approach exploits the potentials of the closed loop and can be used for many other MEMS accelerometers.
Methods

Accelerometer structure and fabrication
The main theme of this paper is focused on offering a universal method to improve the bias drift. Therefore, the accelerometer here is designed to contain a simple structure and fabrication process in order to be easily fabricated. As illustrated in Fig. 1 , the accelerometer has four U-shaped beams to support the proof mass at the center position. The Ushaped beams also connect the out frame. The silicon layer and glass layer are anodically bonded together. There are two types of electrode sputtered on the glass: one is the electrode for sensing, and the other is the electrode for feedback operation. Under such a configuration, the accelerometer employs the areavariable capacitor.
The fabrication process employs the silicon-onglass (SOG) structure with five photo masks. Fig. 2 shows the fabrication process of the accelerometer with U-shaped beam. A detailed process can be referred to Zheng et al. (2009) .
The designed basic mechanical and electrical parameters of the accelerometer and the measured resonant frequency are listed in Table 1 for clear display. According to the area-variable capacitor structure, the accelerometer has a Brownian noise as small as 0.02 µg/(Hz) 1/2 under atmospheric conditions.
This SOG structure has some advantages so that we choose to use it on the accelerometer. First, to achieve a small Brownian noise, slide film damping A 250 µm N type silicon wafer is first oxidized on both sides in (a), and then a 2.5 µm gap is created by using potassium hydroxide (KOH) to etch the backside of the silicon wafer in (b). A series of grooves are etched further to form the silicon electrodes at the backside of the silicon wafer using a deep reactive-ion etching (DRIE) process in (c). The metal electrodes are sputtered on the frontside of glass Pyrex 7740 and then etched in (d). The silicon wafer backside and the frontside of glass are anodically bonded together in (e), in which the etched silicon electrodes and metal electrodes have overlapping areas to form the variable capacitors. Two types of variable capacitors, i.e., the differential sense capacitors and the differential feedback capacitors, are created meanwhile. After anodic bonding, the frontside of the silicon wafer is sputtered with metal and etched to form the metal pads for wiring in (f). Finally, a 250 µm DRIE is employed to release the structure in (g) and large proof mass are preferred. SOG can meet these two requirements. Second, the parasitic capacitance of the SOG structure is small compared with silicon-on-insulator (SOI) or other similar structures, thus guaranteeing better noise performance (Chae et al., 2005) . Third, the bonding temperature is low and the thermal expansion coefficient of glass Pyrex 7740 is often a good match to that of silicon.
Note that there is still a residual thermal expansion mismatch for the glass and silicon, which may induce the bias drift. Such an issue can be solved by the temperature compensation technique. Creating a symmetric structure to nullify the thermal expansion coefficient difference can be another solution.
Introduction to closed loop with a direct feedback approach
Much of the literature has reported the closedloop diagram (Josselin et al., 1999; Amini et al., 2006; Aaltonen and Halonen, 2009 ). Typically, their feedback approaches consist of feedback voltage which has the same frequency as the input acceleration. So, the input inertial force can be nullified by the electrostatic feedback force generated from the feedback voltage. Such an approach is named the direct feedback approach (DFA) in this paper. Since the bandwidth of the closed-loop accelerometer is often less than 1 kHz, the feedback voltage has the same frequency lower than 1 kHz, where there exists the 1/f noise. Then the 1/f noise stemming from feedback voltage will inevitably affect the performance of the accelerometer.
To be specific, a closed-loop diagram with DFA is presented in Fig. 3 . Note that such an accelerometer is not a resonant accelerometer. The carrier wave with frequency ω c modulates the differential changes of sense capacitors caused by acceleration, and is detected by the capacitance-to-voltage (C/V) block. This is the traditional chopper stabilization to sense the signal. Such a signal is fed to the A/D module, and is synchronically demodulated in the digital domain. The signal at the output of demodulation has the same frequency as the input acceleration. This signal is then sent to the proportional-integralderivative (PID) controller and the voltage V fb is formed at the PID output. A bias voltage V bias is created and the differential feedback voltage V fb ±V bias is generated and sent to the differential feedback electrodes respectively. The net electrostatic feedback force can nullify the inertial force. This is the operation of the closed loop.
Note that we choose the continuous-time closed loop over the Sigma-Delta loop because the loop stability criteria of the Sigma-Delta structure are more sophisticated, especially for the higher-order Sigma-Delta structure which enables better noise shaping. There is no precise analytic approach to deciding the stability of a modulator without resorting to simulation (Schreier, 1993; Dong et al., 2007) . This means that the loop stability will be frequently examined when the loop parameters are changed, whereas the PID controller in a continuous-time closed loop can stabilize a large scale of loop parameters, and we are able to focus on noise performance and temperature drift analysis. Also, the 1-bit feedback form of the Sigma-Delta structure has problems such as tonal behavior and limited cycles, which will degrade the performance (Dong et al., 2007) . In addition, many high-precision accelerometers have (Willemenot and Touboul, 2000; Yoshida et al., 2005) . Due to these considerations the continuous-time closed-loop will be a good choice. According to the closed-loop form, several noise sources are labeled in Fig. 3 . Typically, for the accelerometer with a large proof mass and large nominal capacitance, as shown in Fig. 2 , the electronic noise dominates in closed-loop MEMS capacitive accelerometer output, whereas the Brownian noise is usually negligible. The electronic noises come from the analog circuit and the A/D and D/A modules. The additive noises n c , n cv , and n ad are the white noises at frequency around ω c , while noises n fb and n bias should be modeled as low-frequency noise as 1/f noise, since V bias is the bias DC voltage and V fb is the low-frequency voltage. Under such a premise, the 1/f noise in the feedback path may deteriorate the overall closed-loop performance, as confirmed by Josselin et al. (1999) and Aaltonen and Halonen (2009) . When V fb , V bias and their noises n fb , n bias are known, the net electrostatic feedback force F e,x can be written as   2 e, bias bias fb fb 2 bias bias fb fb
The fully expanded Eq. (1) 
Considering the mathematical meaning of Eq. (2), most of the terms in Eq. (2) are nullified. The simplification of Eq. (2) yields e, bias fb bias fb fb bias bias fb 2 ( ).
F e,x contains the 1/f noise from n bias and n fb as a consequence, and then the accelerometer will suffer from such 1/f noise since F e,x is directly exerted on the accelerometer. At low frequencies, 1/f noise dominates the closed-loop output spectrum and can deteriorate the low-frequency performance. Therefore, it is necessary to minimize the 1/f noise in the feedback path.
Apart from the 1/f noise in the feedback path, there is 1/f noise existing in the forward path, usually from the pick-off circuit, or the C/V circuit in Fig. 3 . Since the C/V circuit employs the chopper stabilization technique, the 1/f noise from the amplifier can be ignored (Petkov and Boser, 2004) . Theoretical analysis believes that the 1/f noise in the forward path is quite small compared to the 1/f noise in the feedback path.
Modulated feedback approach
Correlated double sampling (CDS) and chopper stabilization (CHS) techniques are the widely used approaches to addressing the offset and its accompanied 1/f noise. The former requires strict timing of the switch capacitors such that it is not applicable for continuous-time applications. The latter incorporates the concept of modulation and demodulation, which can be easily realized under the continuous-time closed-loop accelerometer structure.
The common usage of CHS nowadays is focused on minimizing the low-frequency noises in the pick-off circuit, i.e., the C/V circuit in this study. Different from conventional CHS techniques, the modulated feedback approach (MFA) aims to deal with the low-frequency noise in feedback circuit. Also, different from the linear multiplier or chopper used by traditional CHS techniques (Petkov and Boser, 2004) , MFA uses the voltage-to-force process of variable capacitors in the feedback path to realize the demodulation, and the additional demodulator is saved. Such a method was previously adopted by Cui et al. (2011) to minimize the electrical coupling of the gyroscope. Moreover, we will show later on that the adoption of MFA can derive another temperature compensation scheme.
MFA simply modulates the previous V bias and V fb signals on another carrier wave at frequency ω d , which is different from ω c . The signals V bias and V fb are changed into V bias_ωd and V fb_ωd respectively, with white noises near frequency ω d as n fb_ωd and n bias_ωd respectively:
where V bias0 is the amplitude of V bias_ωd , with value equal to that of previous V bias , and V pid is the previous PID output. The voltage-to-force process of the variable capacitor can automatically demodulate the signal, which has been modulated on the carrier at frequency ω d . By substituting Eqs. (4) and (5) into Eq. (3), the electrostatic feedback force F e,x_ωd is yielded as
where θ and φ are the modulated phases of the two signals, respectively. The modulated signals V pid cos(ω d +θ) and V bias0 cos(ω d +φ) have already been demodulated in Eq. (6). The part (∂C/∂x)V bias0 V pid cos(θ−φ) in Eq. (6) is the very electrostatic force to nullify the inertial force, while other parts at frequencies ω d and 2ω d are filtered by the mechanical element of the accelerometer. Fig. 4 presents a detailed explanation on noises and the implementation of MFA. The previous 1/f noises n fb and n bias , and the white noises n fb_ωd and n bias_ωd near frequency ω d , are all added to the output of the D/A module. If V pid and V bias0 are modulated before D/A in the digital domain, n fb and n bias can be isolated after the high-pass filter. Then the dominant noises that V pid and V bias0 carry are the white noises near frequency ω d , i.e., n fb_ωd and n bias_ωd .
As for the implementation, only an additional D/A module, a signal synthesizer in FPGA, and firstorder resistor-capacitor (RC) high-pass filters are added to the original interface circuits. The RC high-pass filters are used to remove the 1/f noise generated in the feedback path.
Novel temperature compensation based on a modulated feedback approach
The improvement of bias drift not only relies on the reduction of 1/f noise, but also depends on the alleviation of environmental effects on the accelerometer. Under the ambient condition without temperature control, the temperature effect on the drift is more noticeable than 1/f noise. An effective temperature compensation scheme would undoubtedly improve the drift performance and render the accelerometer more immune to a harsh environment.
We hope to treat the temperature drift by one approach without fabricating a thermometer or using temperature controller to control the environmental temperature. Hence, a signal in the closed loop that can represent the temperature variation is desirable. The proposed novel temperature approach is built on the basis of the MFA structure, and it derives such a signal which can represent the temperature variation.
The operation of the novel temperature compensation is illustrated as follows: A new carrier wave at frequency ω com is generated in the digital domain. This signal is added to the modulated signal V bias_ωd , and these two signals are outputted by the same D/A module, as depicted in Fig. 5 . The 
Specifically, V c_ad is the carrier wave at frequency ω c to modulate the differences of differential sense capacitance; V fb_ad is the carrier wave at frequency ω d to modulate the differences of differential feedback capacitors. They are all the differential mode signals. V bias_ad is the carrier wave at frequency ω d to modulate the sum of differential feedback capacitors. V com_ad is the carrier wave at frequency ω com to modulate the sum of differential feedback capacitors. These two signals are the common mode signals.
The differential mode signals and the common mode signals have such expressions as
where C SL and C SR are the differential sense capacitors, C FL and C FR the differential feedback capacitors, and G cv (ω c ), G cv (ω d ), and G cv (ω com ) the C/V module transfer functions at frequencies ω c , ω d , and ω com , respectively. Note that C FL −C FR and C SL −C SR are caused by input acceleration, i.e., C FL −C FR and C SL −C SR contain the acceleration information, while C FL +C FR is the sum of differential feedback capacitors and the acceleration information does not exist. This can be seen from Eqs. (12) and (13):
where C F0 is the initial feedback capacitance, and ∆C is the capacitance change caused by input acceleration. Hence, C FL +C FR has no relation with acceleration, and the variation of V com_ad is insensitive to input acceleration. Actually, the common mode voltage V com is driving the accelerometer along the z-axis, and the gap of the capacitor is vibrating. This force is different from the electrostatic feedback force F e,x_ωd which is generated along the x-axis. The equation of V com_ad is further modified as
Fig. 5 Novel closed-loop diagram with a modulated feedback approach and temperature compensation
where z is the change of the capacitance gap induced by V com , d 0 is the initial gap of capacitors, V com0 is the amplitude of V com , F com is the electrostatic force at the z-axis induced by V com , and F com has a DC part and a second harmonic frequency part. Substituting Eq. (16) into Eq. (15) yields the solution of z:
where ω z is the resonant frequency of the accelerometer at the z-axis, Q z is the quality factor at the z-axis, z 0 is the DC bias of displacement at the z-axis, d is the vibrating amplitude of z, and ϕ is the phase of displacement z. However, since the spring stiffness k z of the z-axis is rather large, in the case of this accelerometer around 3000 N/m, a V com of 0.1 V at 8 kHz would result in z 0 and d less than 3 pm along the z-axis, which could be ignored. Hence, by substituting Eq. (17) 
The signal V com_ad is then sent to the A/D module, and demodulated by the in-phase and quadrature (IQ) demodulation process, as depicted in Fig. 5 . The frequency ω com of V com_ad is demodulated to the baseband; the frequency 3ω com is demodulated to be 2ω com and 4ω com , and they are both filtered by the low-pass filter. The final phase extracted by an arctan module in Fig. 5 
The variation of spring stiffness with temperature T can be written as (Liu et al., 2008) 
where α is the spring stiffness temperature coefficient. Then, substituting Eq. (25) into Eq. (21), the linearization result of resonant frequency ω z is yielded as
Substituting Eq. (26) into Eq. (24), the relationship between phase and temperature is given below:
With predetermined parameters, the relationship between ψ(T) and temperature T is calculated (Fig. 6) . The plot shows that the phase linearly changes with temperature. Hence, we use the phase to indicate the temperature and compensate for the closed-loop output. The phase ψ is also named V ref in Fig. 5 .
In addition to the direct relationship between k z and temperature T in Eq. (25), the temperature may induce the stress for the spring, thus making the stiffness k z and resonant frequency ω z change. This is not reflected in Eq. (25). The function of temperature induced stress and the corresponding k z variation is complicated. Detailed discussions on the stress and stiffness can be referred to Wortman and Evans (1965) and Karabalin et al. (2012) . However, in reality, the temperature induced stress will be ultimately reflected in the variation of stiffness k z . As the phase ψ in Eq. (24) contains parameter k z , it can also reflect such an influence in the experiments. Such an influence will make the plot of ψ with temperature T not a pure linear relationship.
Simulation
The simulation is established by building Simulink models with MFA. The amplitude of V bias in DFA and MFA is adopted as 3 V. Fig. 7 is the transient response to a static 5 mg acceleration input. According to Eq. (6), since cos(θ−φ) is less than 1, the scale factor of the loop with MFA is larger than the loop with DFA. The scale factor of the loop with MFA is 20 V/g in simulation.
The simulated spectrum of the output signal is given in Fig. 8 . The noise spectrum by using MFA is obviously smaller than that by using DFA. The simulated noise with MFA is around 0.1 μg/(Hz) 1/2 , while the noise with DFA is around 0.6 μg/(Hz) 1/2 at low frequencies between 10 and 100 Hz.
Experiment results
The experiments are set up in the sequence that the modulated feedback approach is established at first and the temperature compensation architecture constructed then. The frequencies used in the combined approach are listed in Table 2 .
Modulated feedback approach experiments
The MFA experiment setup is as presented in Fig. 9 . The PCB board with an accelerometer and FPGA are fixed on the rate table, and the signals are generated from the FPGA board and transmitted to the PCB through coaxial wires. The output signals are sampled and sent to the PC using the UART protocol.
The frequency ω d is chosen to be 2.5 kHz to avoid the resonant frequency of the accelerometer at the z-axis, which is located at 4.1 kHz. ω d also stays away from the 1/f noise corner frequency. The timedomain signal V fb_ωd after closing the loop is shown in Fig. 10a , obtained by an Agilent oscilloscope DSO5000A. The settling time of transient response agrees with the simulation result, which is around 30 ms. A smaller wave is observed before the transient response start point. This is due to the incomplete configuration of the parameter transmission from PC to FPGA. The corresponding frequency domain V fb_ωd is shown in Figs. 10b and 10c by an HP 89441A vector signal analyzer. Fig. 10b shows V fb_ωd at 2.5 kHz and the noise near 2.5 kHz. It can be seen that the noise spectrum is flat in the range of 25−2500 Hz. The closed-loop scale factor is measured to be 18 V/g, giving rise to the noise about 1.8 μg/(Hz)
1/2 at 5 Hz away from the center frequency 2.5 kHz. Fig. 10c presents the spectrum of signal V fb_ωd near 0 Hz to show that there is no significant 1/f noise carried by V fb_ωd at frequencies larger than 1 Hz. The spectrum of digital PID output V pid is sampled and compared between DFA and MFA in Fig. 11 . The noise spectrum at low frequencies is distinctly different. The output of MFA is revealed to be smaller than that of DFA, with a difference of more than 20 dB at frequencies lower than 1 Hz, indicating that the impact of 1/f noise in the feedback path on the accelerometer is minimized with MFA.
As to the Allan variance, the open-loop Allan variance is tested at first to show the level of 1/f noise in the forward path. The open-loop output data is sampled for one hour at room temperature. The time-domain trace of the sampled data and its Allan variance result are shown in Fig. 12 . The standard deviation (Std) of the time-domain trace is 0.52 mg. The bias instability is 12 μg and the drift is 180 μg in the open-loop mode at 100 s of the integration time. According to this result, it is suspected that the 1/f source in the forward path comes from other paths such as the bias of the proof mass with respect to the ground. The closed-loop experiments are conducted to examine the bias drift of the closed-loop output signal V pid with DFA and MFA, respectively. Fig. 13 shows the test results of the closed loop with DFA. The Std of the time-domain trace is 0.35 mg, and the bias instability is 32 μg. The drift is 72 μg at 100 s of the integration time. Compared with the open-loop Allan variance result, the 1/f noise in the feedback path is shown to be larger and should be addressed prior to the 1/f noise in the forward path.
With MFA, the Std is 0.1 mg, and a bias instability of 8 μg is achieved (Fig. 14) . The drift is also improved from 72 to 32 μg at 100 s of the integration time, showing that the long-term drift is also improved. The results indicate that the 1/f noise and other even low frequency interferences, such as electronic interference in the feedback path of the closed loop, is alleviated by MFA.
Temperature compensation experiments
After realizing the modulated feedback approach, we continue to construct the compensation experiments based on MFA. The temperature experiments are set up in a temperature chamber. The photographs are displayed in Fig. 15 . Fig. 16 . The first-order fitted result of compensated output is y=0. 1T−3.834 , which means that the temperature coefficient has been decreased to 0.1 mg/°C. There is a 46 times improvement on the temperature coefficient.
In addition to the static temperature experiments, the closed-loop system may suffer from a harsh environment like fast temperature variation and requires immediate response to environment changes. Therefore, we explore the capability of the compensation approach when confronting large temperature change in a short time. Fig. 17 presents the online compensation block input and output when suffering from the impact of an additional cooling device. The three signals are stable before the cooling device starts to work at 70 s. Then the cooling device starts, and the signals V pid and V ref show large drift and their drift directions are opposite. During the 120 s cooling process, the temperature roughly changes by about 3 °C, and V pid has drifted by about 8 mg, but the compensated signal V out shows much smaller variation as indicated by the insert of Fig. 17 . After the cooling process stops, the temperature rises to the origin level, so do the signals V pid and V ref . During the whole process, the largest drift for V out is 1 mg, which may result from the temperature lag effect of the accelerometer and circuits. Hence, this experiment suggests that online compensation can still achieve a relatively desirable result under a fast environment variation. The 1.5 h zero acceleration input tests are conducted for three runs with different accelerometers, and the corresponding Allan variance results are shown in Fig. 18 . Each run of the stability test is conducted on different days. The black solid line has the largest bias instability and the long-term drift, and we adopt this line for further analysis in Fig. 19 .
The time-domain trace of the black solid line in Fig. 19 achieves a standard deviation of about 0.079 mg, smaller than the trace with only MFA. However, the bias instability increases to 13 μg. However, compared with the value of 32 μg obtained using MFA only, the long-term drift is improved to around 17 μg at 100 s of the integration time (Fig. 19) . Moreover, results of three runs of Allan variance in Fig. 18 have almost the same values of drift at 100 s of the integration time. This indicates that temperature compensation is especially useful for the improvement of long-term drift whose period is longer than that of bias instability.
Discussion
Based on the experiments in Section 3, the test results of open loop, closed loop with DFA, closed loop with MFA, and closed loop with MFA and temperature compensation are all listed in Table 3 for clear comparison.
From the aspect of time-domain trace Std, the drift is indeed improved, from 0.52 to 0.079 mg.
As for bias instability, the 1/f noise in the feedback path deteriorates the performance and the closed-loop results with DFA are worse than the open-loop results. The closed loop with MFA minimizes the 1/f noise and achieves similar bias instability results to the open loop. The closed loop with MFA and temperature compensation slightly degrades the bias instability, mainly due to the 1/f noise in V ref .
For the long-term drift at 100 s of the integration time, the open loop has the largest drift while the closed loop with MFA and temperature compensation has the smallest value. This is similar to the comparison result of time-domain trace Std.
Taking account of the temperature coefficient, the closed loop with MFA and temperature compensation has an improvement 46 times that of the closed loop with MFA. Its temperature coefficient reaches as little as 0.1 mg/°C.
The comparison in Table 3 indicates that MFA is useful for minimizing the 1/f noise in the feedback path. The temperature compensation helps alleviate the long-term drift, whose period is longer than that of bias instability in the Allan variance plot. The combined approach of these two methods can indeed improve the overall bias performance of the closedloop accelerometer. 
Conclusions
We demonstrate a novel combined approach to improve the bias drift of a closed-loop MEMS accelerometer. The modulated feedback approach is first used to isolate the 1/f noise existing in a conventional direct feedback approach. Based on the modulated feedback approach, a common mode signal reflecting the temperature drift of circuits is added to the closed loop. The phase of the signal is measured linearly with temperature and can be used for compensation. The online compensation achieves a temperature coefficient of 0.1 mg/°C in the temperature range of 10−50 °C, and can effectively minimize the impact of fast temperature variation in a closed-loop system. The bias instability increases slightly to 13 μg and the bias drift decreases to 17 μg with the combined approach at 100 s of the integration time. Such a combined approach uses the potential of a closed loop and can be useful for other accelerometer systems. 
